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Abstract: The present study discuss about the costumes of the Marwar women during 

18
th

 and 20
th

 century. The study was conducted in the Marwar region specially Jodhpur, 

Pali and Sirohi. The main objective of the study was to trace the history of women 

costumes of Marwar region. As per the objective of the study, questionnaire would be 

developed for collecting data from the people and royal families. The results confirms 

that majority of the Marwari women prefer kanchli, kunchuki and choli. Ghagras were 

for daily use and lehenga for formal occasion. 
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Introduction:  Costume is the language, which tells about the nature, culture, status, 

personality, creativity, interest and values of any individual. It provides visible index of 

the society and unity of the people, Costumes adorns the body and enriches its 

appearance making a person gorgeous and enchanting besides safeguarding his/her body. 

India is a vast country, which is inhabited by various castes and communities which have 

their own culture, customs and religions. Rajasthan is one of the famous states of India, 

which is known as desert part of the India and the general life of the natives of this state 

is very tough. In spite of adverse weather conditions, this state is famous as “Rangeela 

Rajasthan” because of its colourful and attractive clothes and beautiful ornaments of 

various designs. 

Marwar region is situated on the eastern part of the Great desert of Thar. The word 

“Marwar” has two meaning i.e. the land of desert and the land of death. The type of 

geographical and climatic features of desert, made the human life very tough here. 

Against the backdrop of dusty land and sun-soaked skies, this land is filled with opulent 

colours, the sparkle of mirror, silver, precious stones, sheen of silk and vivid 

kaleidoscope of cotton. Its majestic forts, royal palaces, vibrant festivals, delicious food, 
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performing arts and even traditional costumes are incredible. The traditional outfit is 

colourful and elaborate, and is still proudly worn by Marwaris.  

 

Costumes of Marwari Women During 18th & 20th Century 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To add a dash of colour and life to the barren, colorless landscape and the monotonous, 

cloudless sky, the people of Rajasthan show a distinct preference for bright costumes. 

From the simple village folk or tribal belle to the royalty, the preferred colours are bright 

red, dazzling yellow, lively green or brilliant orange. The women dress is either sarees or 

ghaghra cholis. Colored stones, tinsels and silken threads are used to create beautiful 

floral patterns and traditional motifs and enhance the rich look of the saree. Depending on 

the economic ampleness of the family the embroidery of zari work may be done with 

golden and silver threads and semi precious gems may replace the showy coloured 

stones. The dresses of high class and royal families were designed with valuable, 

precious and costly decoration & embroidery. Their dresses were very appropriate to 

present their wealth, elegance & status. The dresses of king and the people of royal 

families stand different to others in the society. 
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However in the rural nooks of the state the women are still given to wearing long or short 

flowing and frilly skirts. Ghagras for daily use and lehengas for more formal occasions 

are the norms. These are matched with blouses such as Kanchli, Kunchuki and choli 

depending on the blouse length. The skirts are tied tightly around the waist and have a 

flaring width at their base. The Ghagras are generally short extending upto the calf while 

the lehengas are larger and reach upto the ankles. The more formal occasions and 

prosperous household dictate increased width and more number of folds or pleats in the 

skirts. These Ghagras and lehengas are also embroidered and decorated much in the same 

style as sarees are.  

The Odhni is an integral part of the Rajasthani women‟s attire and deserves special 

mention. It is generally a long piece of cloth (generally 3 metres by 2 metres). Though 

usually teamed up with the ghagra, choli or lehengas, it is also worn over a saree on 

special ceremonious occasions. One end of it is tucked into the skirt or saree at the waist. 

It is draped gracefully across like a saree and taken to cover the head in a short veil. 

Odhni stands as a mark of respect and conformity to one‟s traditions and the bridal Odhni 

is a piece of exquisitely hand embroidered attire treasured by every woman as long as she 

lives and used sparingly. Tara borders being used for Odhni and Chunri, Lehriya, 

Panchranga, Pomcha and Mothda etc. were very much attractive and decorated. Piece of 

mirrors were also being added for designing in Kurti & Angia, Sarees were also be used 

having different colours and golden borders. 

The dresses of queen and princess were designed & decorated with demand costly stones, 

salma sitara and jari laces. High class women were using Kashmiri shawls scarfs in 

winters. Whereas the clothes of lower class women made of thick clothes and only 

having different colours not many designs & glittery sparkling description. There was a 

type of Odhni among Marwari ladies known as „Damni‟. It was very popular odhni in 

that time. The word „Damni‟ was taken from the Urdu language. It was very popular 

among the middle class women. Overall the costumes among royal and local women both 

were very colouful. People of all class were fond of clothing whether they are rich or 

poor. That why Rajasthani costumes has a major significance in the Indian history.   
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Objective: The main objective of the study was to trace the history of women costumes 

of Marwar region from 18
th

- 20
th

 century. 

  

Methodology: The present study would be conducted in the Marwar region specially 

Jodhpur, Pali and Sirohi. Data would be collected from various historical books, 

magazines archives and museum specimens of different Marwar region. Samples would 

be selected by stratified random sampling method from each place of this region. A self 

designed questionnaire would be used for data collection. The data would be collected 

from the people, royal houses and different forts of Marwar region. 

 

Conclusion: The results concluded that costumes of Marwari women during 18th and 20th 

century are much like the region and culture itself that are equally colourful. The status, 

mood, emotions and even the seasons are portrayed by the costumes of the Marwari women. 

Probably, all the colour and splendour of the state is reflected in the vitality of their dress and 

ornament. The most common dress worn by the Marwari women in Rajasthan has been a 

combination of upper garment clothing that includes  “Kanchli” and „Kurti‟ and the lower 

garment clothing that includes the „Ghaghra‟ or skirt and the veil or „Odhni‟ that is draped to 

flow across the upper and lower parts of the body. There are numerous variations and 

additions to this ensemble across and within communities, depending on the wearer‟s social 

position. However, these three items of dress comprise the essential costume that is typically 

worn by women in Marwar. Tie and dye, Bandhani and block printed textiles were the 

common choice during that period. Costumes of marwari women had been dazzling piece of 

attire since ages and with the passage of time many more process have been implemented to 

make these costumes even more beautiful.  
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